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Editor’s Message
Dan Cole — Editor Absaroka Arrow
region we really need the new ideas and leadership,
otherwise we become stagnant, boring and worst of
planned a fun packed summer for sure and it’s great
all it makes it appear as if it’s the club of a few and
to have my little Boxster back again to be able to
not everyone.
participate fully. It just hasn’t been the same in my
Parade for Jo and I is going to be fairly short in that
VW, kind of like dancing with your cousin.
we’re only going for part of it, but we’ll get lots of picI’d like to plug Stephanie’s quest for volunteers for
tures of events to share in future pages of the Abthe upcoming leadership positions here in the region.
saroka Arrow. It’s going to be a fun event with 14
Parade is next week and I’m looking forward to reregion members and 7 cars being able to attend.
connecting with the Porsche Club friends I’ve been
That to me is an exciting thing and will make it
able to make all across the fruited plain. As you may memorable. I’ve seen how much other regions
or may not know, my other PCA job is on the PCA
benefit in the camaraderie with a known group of
National Staff and it’s been a rewarding experience friends at Parade.
these past couple years. Serving in leadership roles
in our region is fun and rewarding and I’d encourage The Porsche Club and our Absaroka Region really is
more than just about cars. Those members that
you to think about it and to test drive the opportunihave participated in activities have become a group
ties. With our Region being small you have lots of
freedom to grow it, change it and make a difference. of friends with a common interest. If you’re new, or
haven't been out to an event, the upcoming All Euro
You’ll have lots of support and you won’t be left on
Car Show is a perfect opportunity to do so. I hope to
your own. After you’re finished, if you enjoyed it,
see you there.
working on the national staff is a fun next step. In our

Well summer is off and running! Stephanie has
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Stephanie’s President’s Message
Stephanie Haider —- President Absaroka Region

Happy 4th of July,

so if you want a good laugh, come watch me!

I have to say that our trip to the Charles Ringer Gallery and Studio was quite amazing. Our drive there
was beautiful as always and lunch at the Red Lodge
Brewery was very good. The weather was impeccable, then onto the gallery on our way home. Charles
Ringer spent two hours with us giving us the grand
tour of all three of his studios, the back 40, then onto
the gallery where we were able to see the finished
product of several of his pieces. His entire property
is scattered with his creative art.

For our members that are not attending Parade, we
have not left you out for events. We have a drive
and lunch planned to Cooke City for July 22nd. We
have invited the Mustang and Corvette clubs to join
us, so we will see how many come along. We will
meet at the Holiday Station on Gabel Road at 9:00
AM with a 9:30 AM departure. We will take the Chief
Joseph Highway to Cooke City, have lunch, and return home over the Beartooth Highway.

Also, please don’t forget our 10th Annual All Euro Car
Show on August 26th. I would love to see lots of our
July is Porsche Parade month. We have a great
members attend this year. I have been working
group heading off to Parade, some of us on different
really hard trying to get the word out. I have our
days, but we have a small group heading over toposters and the tickets, so if you want to help pass
gether on Saturday, July 8th. Please note, I will not
them around just let me know and I will be happy to
be at breakfast, but don’t let that stop you from atget some to you. We need all the help we can get
tending and meeting other members. Hopefully we
from our members.
can all meet for lunch on Monday, July 10th. Tom
Moffett has made reservations for us at Anthony’s of I would like to thank Ernie Bunn, Nicholas Hessy,
Spokane, 510 N Lincoln at 1:00 PM. I hope all of our Stephanie Krueger and David Sage for renewing
Absaroka members will be able to make it. The club their membership. We appreciate all of you and look
forward to seeing you in the near future.
is buying lunch. I am staying at the Davenport
Tower, as well as several of our other members.
Hopefully, we can all connect while we are there. I
am participating in the Auto Cross on Wednesday,

I hope to see you soon.
Stephanie Haider
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July Meeting
Chief Joseph & Beartooth Tour to Cooke City, MT
Saturday, July 22, 2017
Cooke City, Montana is located four miles west of
the northeast entrance to Yellowstone National Park.
For our July tour we’ll drive to Cooke City via the
Chief Joseph Scenic Byway.
Our circuitous route to Cooke City will be from Billings to Red Lodge, then over the hill toward Belfry,
turning right towards Cody, then over the Chief Joseph Scenic Byway. We’ll stop along the way at
Dead Indian Summit (8,060 Feet), Sunlight Creek
Bridge, at 285 feet it is the highest bridge in Wyo-

ming. Watch for our logo’s iconic mountains; Pilot
and Index Peaks.
Once in Cooke City we’ll enjoy lunch at the Beartooth Café. The Beartooth Café is a beautiful old log
structure that blends into the rugged Absaroka Beartooth Wilderness of surrounding Cooke City. The
café has an excellent menu and their beer cooler
houses over 130 beers from almost as many breweries. It’s definitely worth a look.

Itinerary & Route:
Meet: The Holiday Gas Station corner of Zoo Drive and Gabel
When: at 9:00 AM. Depart at 9:30 AM.

August Meeting
All Euro Car Show
Saturday, August 26, 2017
It’s that time of the year again!. We will be hosting
the annual All Euro Car Show at Veteran’s Park in
Billings on Saturday, August 26, 2017. The All Euro
Car Show will showcase local European cars of all
makes. We also provide information to local Porsche
owners on the Porsche Club of America Absaroka
Region.
An entry fee of $10.00 will be charged per vehicle
with all proceeds from the show being donated to a
charity.

gion’s website or on Facebook at: All Euro Car
Show.
Previous years’ participants have included such
great autos as Hispano-Suiza, Lancia, Lamborghini,
Ferrari, Mercedes Benz, Austin Healey, Jaguar and
of course Porsche. Awards for People’s Choice, Best
Contemporary, and the Bill Witcher Vintage Car Memorial Award, will be voted on by all attending and
awards presented at the end of event.

Contact:
Set-up and registration will begin at 9am (entries ac- Region
cepted until noon). The show will open at 10am and
Phone:
will go through 3pm with awards presented at
2:30pm. If you are interested in showing your vehiEmail:
cle, details can be found on the PCA Absaroka Re-
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Daniel Cole, Chairman, PCA Absaroka
208.859.4608
Daniel_G_Cole@hotmail.com
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Breakfast
Please join us for a cup of
coffee or a hearty breakfast! Every second Saturday,
rain, sleet, snow, or sunshine, the Absaroka Region
meets for breakfast, and
you are welcome! Meet
with us at Grains of Montana located at 926 Grand
Ave, in Billings, at 9:00 AM,
for good food and spirited
conversation.
It’s a great opportunity to
meet other club members,
look at an ever-changing
collection of Porsches, and
enjoy a tasty meal. It is also
a very good reason to get
out of bed on a Saturday
morning and meet the folks
before tackling the honeydo list!
Don’t be shy, please join us!
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Every 2nd Saturday

Join Us for

2017 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

JULY
8th
th

9 – 15

Absaroka Region – Billings Breakfast Club – Grains of Montana, Billings, MT
th

PCA National – 62nd Porsche Parade, Spokane, WA

15th

Absaroka Region – Region’s 39th Birthday

22nd

Absaroka Region Member Meeting – Chief Joseph & Beartooth Tour to Cooke City, MT

AUGUST
12th
26

Absaroka Region – Billings Breakfast Club – Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

th

Absaroka Region – 10th All Euro Car Show, Billings, MT

SEPTEMBER
8th – 10th
9

th

Absaroka Region – Billings Breakfast Club – Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

16th
th

20 – 24

Vancouver Island Region – Bayerische Berge 2017, Trickle Creek Lodge, Kimberly, BC, CDA

Absaroka Region – Member Meeting - Tour Loop Through The Tetons
th

TBD

PCA National – Treffen Asheville, Asheville, NC
Big Sky Region – Driver’s Education, Lewistown, MT

OCTOBER
7th
14

th

Absaroka Region – Billings Breakfast Club – Grains of Montana, Billings, MT
Absaroka Region – New Member Party, Billings, MT

NOVEMBER
11th
18

th

Absaroka Region – Billings Breakfast Club – Grains of Montana, Billings, MT
Absaroka Region – Member Meeting TBD

DECEMBER
9th

Absaroka Region – Billings Breakfast Club – Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

TBD

Absaroka Region – Christmas Party, Billings, MT

FUELED BY VOLUNTEERS
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The Road to Chico
Our annual trip to Chico Hot Spring Resort and Gardiner has come and gone and it was a fun time as
usual. The shift to May from April allowed for some beautiful weather that was warmer than typical April,
but still with the Montana late afternoon rain showers.
Attendees this year were Dan Cole and Jo Pintz-Cole, Stephanie and her longtime friend Debbie, The
Krueger family, Tom Agnew, Steve and Susan Homec, Gary and Susan Finn, Herb and his longtime friend
Tammy, Rick and Kathy Brookshire.
The drive along the east River Road was beautiful as ever towards Gardiner. Once in Gardiner we had a
Lunch hiccup. The original plan was to have lunch in Gardiner at the Iron Horse. Well the Iron Horse is
slow getting open this spring as they are undergoing some remodeling. So we moved over to the Outlaw,
where we have lunched before. They were very accommodating and took good care of the group.
After lunch some enjoyed local ice cream in Gardiner, others headed back to Chico to enjoy the waters
and the Kentucky Derby.
The Kentucky Derby was Saturday afternoon and Dan, Jo, Herb and Tammy enjoyed it in the Chico Saloon with a bunch of rowdy Derby fans. The Saloon sold horse names for $10 and the winner got the pot.
This created a very festive 2 minutes instead of just watching the horses run. No we didn’t win………..
For those that stayed overnight and enjoyed dinner it too didn’t disappoint. As I’ve mentioned before Chico
is my favorite place in Montana and I was saddened to see it come to an end.
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Drive Along the Beartooth Front
On a very blustery day members of the Absaroka Region headed out to enjoy the back roads to Red Lodge
along the beautiful Beartooth Front. Did I say it was windy? I had to put the top up, not because it was
chilly, rather, I was going deaf! The blue sky and clouds made up for the gale that was blowing through.
Absaroka President Stephanie lead the small group along the backroads to Laurel then continuing on the
old highway to Columbus, then off to Absarokee and Red Lodge. The first nature stop at the gas station on
the way to Fishtail was a bust as the power was out, not to be deterred off we went to Roscoe and the Grizzly Bar only to discover the same situation. Next stop, the brewery at Red Lodge Ales. Success! Timing
was everything. We had the pick of tables and not 10 minutes later the place was packed!
After lunch we drove the short distance to Joliet and were given a wonderful tour by local artist Charles
Ringer. It was fabulous to see what inspires him and his eclectic collection of things including a crank and
rods from a 1950-54 Porsche! Charles’ work is amazing and I look forward to another visit.
Thanks to the Burkes, Brookshires, Dan, Graham and Susan for coming out to enjoy the day and to
Stephanie for all the work on making for a fun adventure.
Next Stop the 62nd Porsche Parade in Spokane!!!

Left: Susan Peacock.
Right: Porsche Part: 369 02 012 at the Ringer Studio. The
crankshaft from a 1950-1954 356/Speedster.
Bottom: Cars at Red Lodge Ales.
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Top Left: Aliens in Joliet. Charles Ringer’s experiment in aluminum
welding.
Top Right : Charles Ringer and some of his kinetic sculptures.
Center: Jack and Patty Burke
Bottom: Porsches at the Charles Ringer Studio, Joliet, Montana
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Absaroka Sponsors
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Absaroka Sponsors

Off to the 62nd Porsche
Parade in Spokane!!

July 9-15 2017
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24Heures du Mans—a 19th PORSCHE Victory!!
Michael Steiner, Board Member Research and Development, Porsche AG:

LMP1, Le Mans 24-Hours, finish

19th overall win in dramatic final
phase at Le Mans

“The ‘triple’ in Le Mans is a dream come true for Porsche and the way this third consecutive win happened is very special. I’m proud of the Porsche
Team that kept fighting despite the long stop for reStuttgart. At 18:30 on Saturday evening the Le
Mans 24-Hours looked over for the Porsche 919 Hy- pairs. This success also came about thanks to
strong E performance and innovative hybrid technolbrid of Earl Bamber (NZ), Timo Bernhard (DE) and
ogy.”
Brendon Hartley (NZ). Their car had no front axle
drive anymore, was repaired for 1.05 hours and rejoined the race 18 laps behind. But the 85th running Fritz Enzinger, Vice President LMP1: “One of our
of the endurance classic in Le Mans produced such ambitious targets for the 2017 season was to
achieve a hat-trick at Le Mans. But what we have
dramatic changes that the impossible ultimately
gone through over the past 24 hours, you could not
came true: After an enormous effort, the trio sliced
through the field from 56th position to overall victory. imagine in your wildest dreams. This 24-hour race
just pushed everything and everyone to the limit. It is
For Le Mans record holder Porsche, it is the 19th
overall win in the world’s toughest race and the third
in a row meaning the German manufacturer can now
keep the famous trophy.
For Earl Bamber it is his second Le Mans overall win
at the wheel of the Porsche 919 Hybrid after 2015.
Timo Bernhard also scores his second Le Mans
overall win. Following on from his maiden win in
2010 when he was loaned to Audi, he had dreamed
to repeat it one day with Porsche. Brendon Hartley
was arguably the hungriest of this year’s six Porsche
LMP works driver squad as his name had yet to be
engraved onto the big trophy.
How the final phase went for car number 2:
When the number 1 sister car stops on track soon
after 11am after having led the race for more than
ten hours, the time for the hunters had arrived. Hartley continuously improves during a multiple stint. After 312 laps, he comes in for his final refueling stop
then after 325 laps he hands over the car in fourth
position to Bernhard. At 12:50pm, the 919 Hybrid is
back on the same lap as the leading car – it is race
lap 330. After all LMP1 hybrid works cars have either
retired or been delayed, an LMP2 leads outright. After 338 laps Bernhard comes in for fuel and on lap
347 he takes the lead. His penultimate refueling stop
is after 351 laps before a final splash & dash after
360 laps. After 367 laps in total Bernhard takes the
checkered flag to fulfil a dream.
Quotes after the race:

unbelievable what you can achieve in a focused
team effort. Sometimes it is not the fastest car but
the best team performance that makes the difference. This team is the best of all and made today’s
success possible. The reaction from everywhere is
overwhelming – from Porsche employees and also
around the world. Personally I can only say thank
you to Porsche for putting me in the position to set
up such a great program and thanks to every single
team member for the total support and the great
team spirit.”
Andreas Seidl, Team Principal: “It’s hard to find
words for what happened. The drivers and the entire
team have done an amazing job. We can put two
tough weeks behind us that provided some highs
and lows but we fought with typical Porsche spirit. It
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will take some time for what we have achieved today
to sink in. We’ve now won Le Mans three times in a
row which is just sensational. The team worked relentlessly for this over the past twelve months. Toyota was a very strong competitor. They pushed us to
the limits and beyond and we both paid the price. It
is a sad that Neel Jani, André Lotterer and Nick
Tandy retired from the race because they controlled
it for a long time. But Earl Bamber, Brendon Hartley
and especially Timo Bernhard deserved to take the
race win. Timo was the development driver right
from the beginning of the program. After the long repairs, the three of them kept fighting and were ultimately rewarded.”

hard work we wouldn’t have got back racing again so
this win is down to them.”
Timo Bernhard (36, Germany): “It feels surreal.
When I joined Porsche as a junior driver back in
1999, I carefully developed the dream to perhaps
one day get the chance to fight for overall victory at
Le Mans. I hoped I would be good enough to really
do this one day. Now, 18 years later, we have
achieved it together. The final lap was very emotional for me. It will take some time before I realize
what has happened.”

Brendon Hartley (27, New Zealand): "Le Mans is
one crazy race. The mechanics worked incredibly
hard on Saturday evening to get our car repaired in
Drivers Porsche 919 Hybrid car number 2
super fast time and since that moment Timo, Earl
Earl Bamber (26, New Zealand): “I can’t believe
and myself, together with our engineers, have been
we’ve managed to pull this one off having been at
the back of the field after an hour in the pit-box. Both pushing hard, 100% every second, and desperately
hoped that our efforts would somehow pay off.”
Brendon and Timo have been part of the Porsche
LMP program from the beginning while this victory is
as much down to the guys in the pits. Without their
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Porsche Unveils the Most Powerful 911 of All Time
Stuttgart/Goodwood. The fastest and most powerful road-approved 911 is ready for launch: The new
Porsche 911 GT2 RS will celebrate its world premiere at the Goodwood Festival of Speed in the UK
(June 30 to July 2). At the heart of this highperformance sports car is a 515 kW (700 hp) biturbo
flat engine. Weighing in at 1,470 kg with a full fuel
tank, the lightweight two-seater accelerates from
zero to 100 km/h in 2.8 seconds. The rear-wheel
drive Coupé has a top speed of 340 km/h, and with
its near-motorsport drive technology, the new 911
GT2 RS trumps its 3.6-litre predecessor by 59 kW
(80 hp) and achieves a torque of 750 Newton metres
(an increase of 50 Nm).

only be ordered in conjunction with the new GT
model at a Porsche Centre from June 30, 2017.
Racing chassis for outstanding dynamic cornering
Discipline in sport means mastering every detail.
And in the world of super sports cars, cornering
speeds are on another level. The 911 GT2 RS
reaches these speeds thanks to its flawless racing
chassis with rear-axle steering and Ultra High Performance (UHP) tyres. Like all GT sports cars, the
new top model features a specially calibrated PSM
with a Sport mode that is tailored to provide optimal
driving dynamics. Powerful air intakes and outlets
and the imposing rear wing emphasise that the vehicle’s aerodynamics have mastered both form and
design. The large, wide wheels (265/35 ZR 20 at the
front and 325/30 ZR 21 at the rear) ensure outstanding braking and cornering forces. The 911 GT2
RS features Porsche Ceramic Composite Brakes
(PCCB) as standard. The front wings, wheel housing
vents, outer shells on the Sport Design exterior mirrors, air intakes on the rear side sections and parts
of the rear end are made from carbon-fibre reinforced plastic (CFR), as are many of the interior
components. The bonnet is also made from carbon
to make the vehicle as lightweight as possible, while
the standard trim roof is made from magnesium.
Both body parts have a wide lateral swage line.

The engine builds on that 3.8-litre in the 911 Turbo S
at 427 kW (580 hp). In order to increase performance, large turbochargers push an increased volume
of process air into the combustion chambers. A new
additional cooling system delivers optimum cooling
at peak loads and, at very high temperatures, sprays
the charge-air cooler with water. This causes the gas
temperature to fall in the overpressure range and ensures optimum power output, even under extreme
conditions. The customised GT seven-speed doubleclutch transmission (PDK) in the new GT2 RS enables power to be transferred with uninterrupted
traction. What's more, the specially developed exhaust system is made from extra-lightweight titanium, weighs around seven kilograms less than the
system used in the 911 Turbo and delivers an emo- Optional Weissach package with 30-kg weight
tional sound without precedent.
saving
Performance can always be cranked up a notch –
For the first time ever, Porsche Design is celebrating even on the 911 GT2 RS. That’s why the Porsche
the debut of the high-performance sports car by re- engineers have developed the optional Weissach
leasing a special-issue watch. Offering a nod to the package, which provides a weight saving of around
world of motorsport, the 911 GT2 RS watch is exclu- 30 kilograms. The package includes additional elesively available to owners of the new vehicle and can ments made from carbon-fibre reinforced plastic and
titanium. For instance, the roof and the anti-roll bars
are made of carbon, and so are the coupling rods on
both axles. Magnesium wheels reduce both the
gross weight and the unsprung weight, providing a
greater wealth of impressive chassis properties. The
luggage compartment lid and the carbon-weave finish roof are emblazoned with a central strip in the
same colour as the car for a visually distinctive look.
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includes a flyback function, a load-path-optimised
movement bridge and an official COSC certificate of
authenticity. The timepiece housing is made of lightweight titanium.

A truly sporty interior
The passenger compartment of the 911 GT2 RS is
dominated by red Alcantara, black leather and interior parts with a carbon-weave finish as standard.
The GT2 RS sports steering wheel with gearshift
paddles enables quick and sporty gear changes.
Drivers and passengers experience the driving dynamics of the high-performance sports car in full
bucket seats with a carbon-weave finish. As in every
911, the Porsche Communication Management
(PCM) is the central control unit for audio, navigation
and communication. The Connect Plus module and
Porsche Track Precision app are also included as
standard, enabling detailed recording, display and
analysis of driving data on a smartphone.
The optional Chrono Package expands the PCM
functions to include performance display, which can
be used to display, save and evaluate track times.
The package also includes a stopwatch on the
switch panel with both analogue and digital display.
What's more, the Chrono Package on the 911 GT2
RS comes with a lap trigger. Using the Porsche
Track Precision app in conjunction with external
markers on a start/finish straight, this lap trigger enables drivers to record lap times with a high level of
precision.
Exclusive watch to accompany the car: Porsche
Design 911 GT2 RS Chronograph
Porsche Design has teamed up with Porsche Motorsport to develop the 911 GT2 RS Chronograph for
customers of the new super sports car. It is reserved
exclusively for 911 GT2 RS drivers. At its heart is the
first clock movement developed by Porsche Design,
the product of three year’s work. The calibre 01.200

The flyback function is inspired by motorsport and
represents a special feature of the Porsche watch.
On a traditional chronograph, the buttons must be
pressed three times in order to measure consecutive
time intervals: The first press stops the chronograph,
the second resets it and the third restarts the measuring process. On chronographs with a flyback function, these processes happen automatically and in
rapid succession. The stop function and the ongoing
time display are clearly separated using yellow markings. Many of the details on the timepiece are based
on the high-performance sports car. The tungsten
winding rotor is modelled on the rims of the 911 GT2
RS. The clock face is made of carbon, while the de-

sign of the time display matches the instrument cluster and the tachometer. The 911 GT2 RS and its
watch counterpart are exclusively available at Porsche Centres worldwide. The vehicle and watch are
produced individually in line with customer wishes
and delivered together.
Prices
The 911 GT2 RS will be available in Germany from
EUR 285,220 including VAT and country-specific
equipment. The Porsche Design 911 GT2 RS
Chronograph is priced at EUR 9,450.
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http://abs.pca.org/

You’ll discover some of Montana’s most beautiful
destinations from behind your steering wheel.

Porsche Club of America Absaroka Region
For over thirty years the Porsche Club of America’s Absaroka Region has been discovering Montana’s
hidden treasures. From the world famous Beartooth Highway to the secluded Woodbine Falls, each
destination will guarantee you will come home with fond memories. If you drive a Porsche, come join
us on our adventures. You’ll encounter new places and meet new friends. We choose routes that are
scenic and let you and your Porsche escape for a while. Along the way you’ll meet new and old friends
and enjoy some of the best restaurants in the most off-the-wall places.

At the end the feeling is always the same; “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.”
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